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The universality of the Metropolis, Stein, and Stein (MSS) sequence (J. Combin. 
Theory 15 (1973), 25544) is established for a wide class of unimodal functions. The 
standard value of an I&-sequence is defined and a computational formula for it is 
established. An order on all finite L&sequences is defined. It is shown that this 
order is equivalent to the order of Collet and Eckman (CE) (“Iterated Maps on the 
Interval as Dynamical Systems,” Birkhauser, Boston, 1980) Louck and Metropolis 
(“Symbolic Dynamics of Trapezoidal Maps,” Reidel-Kluwer, Hingham, Ma, 1986) 
and Beyer, Mauldin, and Stein (BMS), (J. Math.Anal. Appl. 115 (1986) 305-362). 
The contiguity of harmonics is proved for any finite LR-sequence. Finally using an 
important result of BMS, it is shown that a pattern is legal if and only if it is a pat- 
tern associated with a positive solution /z of the sequence of equations 
[iuf]k(yo) = y. (k = t, 2,...). /(‘1 1987 Academic Press, I X .  

In this paper we study patterns that are finite sequences on two symbols, 
say, I, and R. In a famous paper [l] Metropolis et al. (MSS) presented 
many novel ideas and suggestive numerical results. They defined legal 
inverse paths and their coordinates. They also implicitly defined an order 
on legal inverse paths in their table of legal patterns at the end of [ I]. 
However, they did not extend this order to all inverse paths, and so they 
did not investigate their properties further. Therefore, they did not prove 
some important facts stated in their paper [l] (e.g., Lemma 1 [l, p. 351, 
the last two sentences of the second paragraph below Lemma 1 on har- 
monics of a legal inverse path, and Lemma 2 [l, p. 361). 

Collet and Eckmann (CE) [S] and Beyer et al. (BMS) [4] formally 
defined an order on the set of all patterns on two symbols. BMS suc- 
cessfuhy proved for the class of round-top, concave, unimodal functions 
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that a pattern is an element of the MSS-sequence if and only if it is shift- 
maximal. But the inherent meaning of their order is not immediately 
evident. 

Here we define an order on the set 9 of all patterns of finite length on 
two symbols by ordering the patterns according to the order on the real 
line of their last points; see Section 3. This order is equivalent to the order 
used by CE and by BMS. In other words, we give a concrete meaning to 
their order. Having done this, we are able to establish a (non-order preser- 
ving) l-l correspondence between the elements of 9 and the set of all ter- 
minating binary numbers. We also give four equivalent statements of this 
order; see Theorem 2 of Section 3. In addition, we directly generalize and 
prove, as Theorems 4, 5, and 6 in Sections 5 and 6, the three results of MSS 
referred to above. In Theorem 1 we prove a result that implies the univer- 
sality of the MSS sequence of patterns in 9. Finally, after establishing the 
equivalence of our order and that of CE in Section 6, we easily show that 
for the class of round-top, concave, unimodal functions a pattern is an 
element of the MSS sequence if and only if it is legal; see Theorem 6 of 
Section 6. 

1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

We denote the closed interval [ -1, 11 by 1. The symbol Y denotes the 
class of unimodal functions f that satisfy the following conditions: 

(1) fis continuous on Z, andf( -l)=f(l)= -1; 
(2) f achieves its maximumf,,, , < 1 on some proper, closed subinter- 

val [a,, b,] of Z (a, d b,); and 
(3) f is strictly increasing on [ -1, a,] and is strictly decreasing on 

IIb,, 11. 
Our interval Z, the domain of functions in 9, corresponds to the unit inter- 
val used by MSS in [ 11. However, our conditions (l)-(3) are less restric- 
tive than the conditions (A) and (B) of [1], and we do not require MSSs 
hypothesis (C) at all. Further, we do not assume that f E C’(Z), nor do we 
assume differentiability off with respect to R. Thus, our class P is wider 
than the class of unimodal functions investigated by MSS in [l]. We shall 
also consider a subclass & of 9, 

This subclass is also wider than the subclass (&,,f) in [l]. 
Let P=A,A, .. .A,, Ai=L or R (ldi<k<co), which is a finite, for- 

mal sequence on the two symbols L and R. We call such a P a pattern or 
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LR-sequence. In accordance with [ 1, p. 291, we define the length of a pat- 
tern P to be k + 1, not k. We denote the set of all patterns P with finite 
length on two symbols by P. 

Recall that [a,, b,] is a subinterval of Z, where f(x) = f,,, as above, 
and set yO = (a, + b,)/2. For any f EF and any PEG, we construct maps 
fL, fR, and f” as 

fL(X)=f-l(X)n([I-l,a,)“(Y,)) WX~f(O)~ 

fR(x)=f--I(x)n ((bm 11 u LY,>, (V x E f(Z)), 
f’(x) = f”‘f”“. .fAk(X), 

if (x, fAA(x), fA”-lfAk(x),..., fA2fA3...fAk(x)} cf(Z). It is obvious that ,f” 
and f R are two branches of the inverse function f-i, while f’(x) is one 
point in f-“(x) (if f ‘(x) is well defined). 

If fP(y,) is well defined, we define y, = f”“fy,J, y2 =f”“-‘(yl),..,, 
y, = fAl(yk _ 1). The sequence { yO, y, ,..., yk} of points in Z is said to be the 
generalized inverse path with respect to f and P or simply the generalized 
inverse path of P. We denote this path by WP,f. We say that y, is the find 
or last point of W, f, andwewriteLF(WP,r)=y,.Ifyj#y,(l<idk),we 
call W,, an inverse path. If f E FO, each pattern (LR-sequence) has an 
inverse path. 

2. THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE MSS SEQUENCE 

We shall prove that the order in Iw of final points for different patterns is 
independent of the choice off E 9”. This property underlies the universality 
of the MSS sequence. Universality was stated by MSS Cl, pp. 30-31] 
without proof. We prove 

THEOREM 1. Letf, gEF-, and let P, QEY with P=AlA2...Ak and 
Q = BlB2 ... 4,. Assume .fP(yO), fQ(yO), g’(yJ, and gQ(yO) aye well 
defined. Then 

9( wP,,) < =% wQ,,) Wf 

if and only l$ 

~(wP,,)<~(wQ,,)* (2.2) 

ProoJ: By symmetry we need only to prove that (2.1) implies (2.2). The 
proof is divided into tive cases. 

Case (i). A, #B,. Then (2.1) implies A, = L and B, = R. Using the 
monotonicity properties shared by all functions in 9, we get (2.2). 
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Case (ii). Al=B,=L and either k=l or n=l. If k=l, then (2.1) 
implies that n > 1 and B, = R. For if IZ = 1, P = Q = L contradicting (2.1); 
and if B, = L, thenfLL(y,_J < f(yO), that is, 9( WQ,f) < Z’( Wp,f), which 
also contradicts (2.1). By the monotonicity properties shared by f and g, 
this implies (2.2). Similarly, if n = 1, then (2.1) implies that k > 1 and 
A, = L, so that (2.2) holds. 

Case (iii). A, =B, =R and either k=l or n=l. If k=l, then (2.1) 
implies that y1> 1 and B, = L, which implies (2.2). If H = 1, then (2.1) 
implies k > 1 and A, = R, so that (2.2) holds. 

One may now proceed by induction on the lengths of the patterns P and 
Q. The induction hypothesis is 9( WPz,f) < Y( IVQ,,r) implies that 
9( W,:,) < 9( WQr,,) if P’ and Q’ have lengths k - 1 and y1- 1, respec- 
tively. We proceed to carry out the induction in Cases (iv-v). 

Case (iv). P= LA, *. .AkzLP’ and Q=LB,...B,=LQ’. By the 
monotonicity properties off; we see from (2.1) that 

By the induction hypothesis, we find that (2.3) implies 

-a WY, g) < a wp, g). (2.4) 

From (2.4), using the monotonicity properties of g, we obtain (2.2). 

Case (v). P=RA, .. .Ak-RP’ and Q=RB,...B,=RQ’. By the 
monotonicity properties off, we see from (2.1) that 

Y( WP,,f) ’ =a WQ’J). (2.3’) 

By induction hypothesis, we obtain the inequality 

(2.4’) 

From (2.4’) and the monotonicity properties of g, we obtain (2.2). The 
proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 

3. THE ORDER OF PATTERNS AND THEIR STANDARD VALUES 

We now use Theorem 1 to define a linear order “ < ” on the set 9 of all 
patterns with finite length on two symbols. 

DEFINITION 1. Given P and Q in 9, we say P is less than Q (or P 
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precedes Q) if and only if 9( W,,) < 9( IV,,) for each f E PO. Ef P is less 
than (2, we write P < Q. 

In order to recognize the order of patterns in terms of their symbols we 
use the simple triangle function f0 E S$: f. = 2x + 1 if - 1 6 x G 0; 
f. = -2x $1 if 0 <x < 1. For each P E 8, we call the inverse path W,, 
with respect to f. and P the standard inverse path of P; we call the final 
point Z( W,,) the standard value of P. 

Let ZP = 9( W,,fO), and we define the set of real numbers 

E= {&: PEG}. 

The ordered set (9, < } is isomorphic to E. Define 6, = 1 and 6, = - 4. 
Observe that for x E I and A either L or R, f t(x) = 6,(x- 1). Thus, for 
P=A,A,...A k-,Ak, we havef$(O)= -dAi, 

f~“~‘fw)=fOAk~‘( -&4,)= -b_, -%4_, bk’ 

and finally, 

~P=fgp(O)= -6.4,~6,, 6,,- ... -a,, ~A2...~Ak= f h 6,. (3.1) 
i=l j=l 

It is easy to see that there exists a l-l correspondence between E and the 
set of all terminating binary numbers. From (3.1), we immediately obtain 

PROPOSITION 1. For any two patterns P and Q in 9, there exists a 
pattern between them. 

If P is any pattern in PP’, we may write 

p = L’(l) RLi(2) R.. . Li(m- 1) RLi(“’ , 

where i( l),..., i(m) are nonnegative integers and m >, 1. We call the sequence 
{i(k)}:= 1 of m elements the power sequence of P relative to L. Let 

Y = {(i(l),..., i(m)) 1 1 < m < co, i(k) is a nonnegative integer >. 

There is an obvious l-l correspondence between the sets 9 and 9. By 
(3.1) we have 

i(l) 

zp= -c 2-j-t f (-1)’ 
KC+-) 

1 r=2 
(3.2) 

where K(r)=i(l)+ ... +i(r)-tr-1. 
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We now define a lexical order cr on Y as follows: for any two power 
sequences (i(k)} (k= l,..., m) and (j(p)) (p= l,..., n) in 9’. 

if and only if one of the following three conditions holds: 

(i) There exists an Y with 1 6 r < min(m, n) such that i(p) = j(p) for 
p = l,..., r- 1 and ( -1)’ i(r) < ( -1)’ j(r); 

(ii) m <n, i(p) = j(B) for p = l,..., m, and m is odd; 
(iii) m > n, i(p) = j(b) for /I = l,..., ~1, and II is even. 

PROPOSITION 2. {i(l) ,..., i(m)) -ci (j(l),..., j(n)} fund only if 

$ wmP)+ wxp<~~l (-#TAP)+ W”> (3.3) 

where x > 2 + max{ i( 1) ,..., i(m), j( 1) ,..., j(n)}. 

Proof First suppose i( 1) = j(l),..., i(/3 - 1) = j(/? - l), but i(p) #j(b)) 
and fl< min(m, n). We carry out the proof for even fl; the proof for odd /YI 
is similar. By, condition (i) {i(l),..., i(m)} <, {j(l),..., j(n)} if and only if 
#I) > i(p). Choose x> 2 + max(i(1) ,..., i(m), j(1) ,..., j(n)}. Recall that each 
P E 9 has finite length. Since j(p) > i(/?) and 

[i(P)+ 11x-fi+ (x-1)x-8-l + (x-1).6--2+ ... < [i(P)+ l]x-p+x-fi 

= [i(B) + 21x-a 

G U(P) + 1 Ix-5 
it follows that 

[j(~)+l]x-p-(x-l)x~p-‘-(x-l)x-8-3~~~ 

> [i(P)+ 11~ -~+(x~1)x-B-2+(x-l)x-P-4+ . . . 

so that (3.3) holds. Conversely, note that (3.3) implies 

[j(P)+ 11x-b+ (x- 1)x-~-2+(x- 1)x-P-4+ +.. 

> [i(p)+l]x-fi-(x-1)x-fi-‘-(x-1)x-B-’- ..m. 

Then 

CAB) + llx-8 > [i(P)+ 11x-“- ((x-1)x-~-’ 

+(x-1)x-b-2 +(x-1)x+-3+ ‘.’ } 

> i(/?)x-fi 

implies j(B) + 1 > i(p), so that j(p) > i(p). 
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Second, we suppose i(p) = j(p), fi = 1,2,..., n and n is even. By condition 
(iii) {i(l),..., i(m)) <I {j(l),..., j(n)> if and only if m > n. It is easy to see 
that if m > II, then 

-[l+i(n+1)]x-“-‘+[l+i(n+2)]x-“-2- ..* <o 

implies (3.3) and vice uersu. The same argument applied to i(p) = j(p) 
(/I = 1, 2,..., m) and m odd gives m < IZ if and only if (3.3) holds. The proof 
of the proposition is complete. 

Definition 1, the definition of <,, (3.2), and Proposition 2 imply 

THEOREM 2. Let P and Q be any patterns in 9 with standard values Zp 
and go, respectively, and whose power sequences relative to L are {i(p)}? 
and {j(p)};, respectively. Then the following four statements are equivalent: 

0) p<Q; 
(ii) L!Zp < LZQ ; 
(iii) {i(l) ,..., i(m)) <( (j(1) ,..., j(n)]; 

(iv) C;l;=, ( -1Y [i(B)+ 11/x” <CizI (-1YC.M)+ II/x”, 
where x32+max{i(l) ,..., i(m), j(1) ,..., j(n)>. 

Since finding the power sequence relative to L of a pattern P in 9 is sim- 
ple, Theorem 2 makes it easy to determine the order of any two patterns. 

4. LEGAL PATTERNS AND LEGAL INVERSE PATHS 

Consider any P = A 1A 2 -..A,E~‘. We call AIA,+..Aj (l<ii6) a left 
subpattern of P and A,A,+ 1 ... A, a right subpattern of P. We also consider 
the empy set @ to be a (left or right) subpattern of P with length 1. For 
f E F the inverse path W,,, and last point .9( Waxr) of @ are both the 
point yO, where yO is defined in Section 1. As do MS.7 [I, p. 341 we adopt 

DEFINITION 2. Given P E 9 and any f E LJ$, if the last point Z( Wp,f) of 
the path W,f is greater than each other point of Wp,r, then we call P a 
legal pattern (1~); otherwise, we call P an illegal pattern. We call W,f a 
legal inverse path (lip) if and only if P is a lp. 

Using Definition 1 (in Sect. 3) of order < on 9, one may easily prove 

PROPOSITION 3. A pattern P is an lp if and only if every proper right 
subpattern (including @) of P, precedes P. 
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From Proposition 3 and Theorem 2, using P for Q and a proper right 
subpattern of P for P, we immediately obtain 

THEOREM 3. Suppose P = L 61) RLi(2) R . . . Li(ln- 1) RLi(m). Then p is an 

lp if and only if 

(i) i(l)=O, 
(ii) i(2) > max{i(3),..., i(m)}, and 
(iii) ifi(p)=i(2) (2<p<m), then 

{ i(P + 1) ,..., i(m)} Cl (i(3) ,..., i(m)}. 

One may apply Theorem 3 to judge directly whether a pattern P E 9” is 
legal or illegal. One does not need to choose, via Definition 2, a function 
f E & and then to calculate all points of W,,,. One only needs to know the 
power sequence (i(k)} of P relative to L. 

5. HARMONICS AND CONTIQUITY OF HARMONICS 

Now recall (see [l, p. 321) that the (first) harmonic H of a pattern P is 
defined to be PAP, where A = L if P contains an odd number of R’s and 
A = R if P contains an even number of R’s. Also recall that I= [ -1, 11. 
For x1, x2 E Ilet 1(x,, x2) be the open interval (xi, x2) or (x2, x,), and let 
I[x,, x2] be the closed interval [x1, xz] or [x,, x,]. No order of the 
endpoints x1 and x2 is implied by this notation. We next prove 

THEOREM 4 [MSS, p. 351. If P is an Ip, its first harmonic H is also an 
lp; hence, all its higher harmonics are 1~‘s. 

Remark. Collet and Eckman’s Corollary 11.2.4 [S, p. 751 implies this 
theorem. Here we give a proof directly from the definition of an lp. 

Proof We suppose P = A 1 A, .‘. A, and H= PAP. Choose f E &, and 
let the inverse path W,,f = { y0 ,..., Y~,Y~+~,...,Y~~+~}. MSS give IIL P. 351 
a one sentence proof of “x < xH” or, in our notation, yk < ylk + i . Thus, 
each point in W, f = whether or not etch b;i-L;k/yis less than .+k+ 1 because p is an 1~. But, 

k+ I ,..., y2k) IS less than yzk+ 1 is unclear. 
To provide an answer, we proceed as follows. 

Since P is an lp, yk > yi (i=O, l,..., k- 1). Thus, there exist no points 
of (yi,..., yk} between y, and Yk+l =f?Yd If YiEJ(Y09 ykfl) for 

some i with 1 < i < k, then yi- 1 > y,, which is a contradiction. Let 
I0 = 1[ yO, yk+ r]. We claim that for 2 d id k, 
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If it is in this interval, then 

yjel =f”+‘~i(yk)Efk+l~i(,fA,..-A~(Io))=IO, 

which is a contradiction. Since yk- i+ I = f"'" Ak(yo) < yk, i.e., f"l"'Ak(y,) 
is to the left of yk, y2k+2-i =.fAi.“Ak ( yk + i) also lies to the left of yk. 
Hence, YZk+2-6(2k+l. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 

THEOREM 5. For any P = A, A, ... A, E 9 let Q = PAP, where A is 
either L or R. Relative to some f ~.9$, let W,,,= (y, ,..., yk, 
yk+lm y2k+l). Th en t h ere exists no last point of any legal inverse path in 
the open interval I, = I( y,, y2k+ 1). 

Remark. We point out that Theorem 5 generalizes MSSs Lemma 2 [l, 
p. 361 in that their P is an lp, while the P in Theorem 5 may be either legal 
or illegal. In addition, the statement [ 1, p. 361, “Thus no inverse path of 5 
can have a coordinate x* satisfying x1 <x* < xH” is not appropriate, 
unless “no inverse path” is replaced by “no legal inverse path.” (Note that 
the definitions of inverse path and legal inverse path in [l, p. 341 are dif- 
ferent.) By Proposition 1, an illegal inverse path does always exist between 
P and PAP. For example, let P = R, and let x1 be the coordinate of the 
pattern P. The first harmonic of P is H = RLR. Let xH be the coordinate of 
H. To see that Q = HL is a pattern whose coordinate x* satisfies the 
inequalities x1 <x* < xH, we use (3.1) or (3.2) to compute x1 = .=!Zp =4, 
X H = pp = i, x* = & = 3. Of course, there are infinitely many patterns Q 
with this property. Moreover, there is no proof for the statement of 
Theorem 5 above in MSSs proof of Lemma 2. However, Beyer and Stein 
[3, pp. 278-2801 gave a proof for symmetric trapezoidal maps, and in 1986 
Louck and Metropolis [6, Lemma Bll, Appendix B] gave a correct proof 
for symmetric trapezoidal maps. Here we give a proof of Theorem 5 for 
general unimodal maps directly from our definition of an inverse path. 

Proqf of Theorem 5. Assume x, E I, is the last point of the inverse path 
W - (x0,..., S,f - x,}, corresponding to some pattern S = B, B2 . . . B, E 9. 
Recall that x0 = yO. We need to prove that S is not a legal pattern. 

If n < k, then 

X,-l ==f(x,)~f~~l) =I(Yk-1, Y2kb 

x,-2 =f2(X,)Ef2(z1)=z(Yk~2r Y,k-IL 

xO =f”(xn)Ef”(ll)=z(yk-~’ hk+l--n)* 

On the other hand, by definition, 

I(yk--n> Y 2k+l--n)=fAn+‘..‘Ak(l(Y0, yk;l)), 

582a/46/1-4 
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and the whole open interval I( y, _ n, yzk + 1 _ n ) lies to the left or to the right 
side of x0 = yO, that is, it cannot contain x,,. Therefore, IZ < k is false. Next 
we consider IZ > k. In this case, 

X,-&l =fk+l(X,)Efk+l(ll) 

=fS”ud=fMYo> Yktl)) 

= Z(L Yk). 

If yak+l <yk or .hk+1 >yk and xn-k--l E[.hk+19 11, then % <xn-k-l. 

Therefore, x, is not the rightmost point of Ws,/, and S is not a legal pat- 
tern. Ify,k+l > y, and x,-k-r fzZ(y,, yzk+l), then we start from x,-kV1 
as from x, above. If n-k- 1 6 k, then we obtain a contradiction. If 
n-k- 1 >k, then x,-z(k+l) EZ( 1, yk), etc. We repeat this procedure: we 
go first from x, _ 2(k + 1) as from x,, then from x,-~(~+ ,), etc. Ultimately, we 
find that going from x, to x0 on the inverse path Ws,/ we meet a point xi 
such that xi > x,. This means W,, f is not a lip, and the proof is completed. 

Theorem 5 is equivalent to 

THEOREM 5’ (Contiguity of harmonics). Zf P E 9) and A = L or R, there 
exists no legal pattern that lies between P and PAP in the ordered set Y. 

6. SOLUTIONS /z OF [2~](k)(y0)=yo AND LEGAL PATTERNS 

In this section we prove that the order < on ?P is equivalent to the order 
introduced by Beyer et al. in [4, p. 3091, to the order of Collet and 
Eckman [S, pp. 64-671, and to the order of Louck and Metropolis (LM) 
[6]. (LM [6] showed that their order is equivalent to BMSs.) These 
authors studied the set S of all finite LR-sequences terminating with a 
symbol C, and infinite LR-sequences as well. They delined a parity- 
lexicographic ordering of S from the formal structure of patterns. We 
denote their order by cs, and we call ours <g. 

PROPOSITION 4. The orders < s and xB are equivalent on 9’. 

ProoJ: By Theorem 2, we need only to prove that, given any P and Q 
in .$Y’, P cs Q if and only if 2, < zQ. Note that Zfi(PP) = PC and 
Zfo(yh) = QC, where the definition of an itinerary Zfcx) is given by Beyer et 
al. in l-4, p. 3 111 and where f0 is defined in Section 2. Following the proof 
of BMSs Lemma 4.1 [4, p. 3111 (we only need to delete A), we obtain 
P cs Q implies A$ < go ; namely, P cs Q implies P cB Q. 

Conversely, given any P and Q in .P such that P” < z,, if Q cs P, then 
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the above proof implies that TQ < Yp, which is a contradiction. If P = s (2, 
that is, P and Q are identical, then, by the definition of p,,, we have Zp = 
f:(O) = ff(O) = ZQ, which is again a contradiction. Therefore PC, Q 
implies P cs Q, and the proof is complete. 

BMS proved (see Theorem 4.2 [4, p. 3121 and Theorem 5.3 [4, p. 3171 
that if ,f is a unimodal, round-top, concave function, then a finite LA- 
sequence is shift-maximal if and only if it is a functional MSS-sequence. 
Using this important result of BMS and our Propositions 3 and 4, we 
obtain the result that, for the class of round-top, concave, unimodal 
functions, a pattern is legal if and only if it is a functional MSS-sequence; 
in other words: 

THEOREM 6. For the class of round-top, concave unimodal functions, a 
pattern is associated with a solution A of [Af ICk’( yO) = y,, for some k if and 
only if it is legal. 

Remarks. Theorem 6 is in part the same as Lemma 1 of MSS [I, p. 351. 
However, MS% proof of their Lemma 1 is incomplete; both BMS [4] and 
LM [6] confirm this. Further, Theorem 6 does not imply that a l-1 
correspondence between the set of legal patterns and the set of all solutions 
/z of the sequence of equations [/If]“( yO) = y. (k = 1,2,...) exists. MSS con- 
jectured that this correspondence is l-l, but this has not been proved, to 
our knowledge, for unimodal functions in general. LM [6] proved that the 
correspondence is l-l for symmetric trapezoidal maps. Their proof is tong 
and difficult. Beyond LMs result little is known. To prove 1-l’ness for all 
A’s and sequences of legal patterns in general or to prove in general that 
kneading sequences are monotone increasing with I appears to be very 
hard. 

We thank the referee for his (her) comments. They were very helpful. 
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